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Todayâ€™s generation is more demanding and tech savvy than ever before, it wants everything in
compact and at one place, and this fact is the source of innovation for brands. Hardly, there will be a
person who needs to be introduced with Hotmail. It served, and is serving the people for years. But
the desire to innovate concludes with the Windows Live Essentials, which brings Photo Gallery,
Movie Maker Mesh and Devices, Family Safety, Mail, Writer, and Messenger Companion at one
platform. Hence, it breaks the conventional barrier that restricted the service to email
communication. Now, you can share much more than just texts and attachments. And what would
be more interesting than to share your own creations (panoramas, videos, blogs, etc.) with the
world, and manage the security of the computer, and take care of kidsâ€™ online activities.

Although, there is no technical flaw with the planning, programming and coding of the program, but
other factors like system compatibility, Internet connectivity, firewall settings, driver stability play an
important role for the streamline and error-free performance of integrated components. Whatever is
the cause, end-users are on the receiving end. Therefore, individual needs to be empowered with
Windows Live Support service. Needless to say being a Microsoft product it enjoys robust support,
and the vendor is committed to not to take a chance. It bestows the product with alternative fixes or
solutions. At times, users can fix issues with automatic Microsoft Fix It tool, and by allowing
recommended Microsoft update, service pack, or compatibility pack.

In case, the problem is too severe to be fixed then individuals can take refuge at the Microsoft portal
to fix windows live problem. Microsoft Professionals can take the remote access of usersâ€™ machine to
diagnose and resolve error. They can provide complete service from installing Windows Live
programs, configuring browser, Internet, and firewall settings to resolving related issues. Experts will
clear off browser cache, footprints, and remove unwanted programs and temporary files, to optimize
the program. One should not be apathetic towards safety, and any suspected system behavior
should be dealt with seriously. Microsoft Security Scanner is an on-demand solution to get rid of
viruses, spyware and malware. However, for standing solution users can equip their machine with
Microsoft Security Essentials. For those relying on third-party product should check the compatibility
of the software at Microsoft Compatibility Center.

Competent Windows Live Help portal also covers attached webcams, CD/DVD burning software,
and Windows/VLC/Flash media player, and related video or audio drivers. Experts can setup and
configure devices, and reinstall software and configure settings to fix pertaining problems. Avid
computer users, having interest in computer troubleshooting should try to follow the user-manual of
device or software before getting it configured on the system. Driver specifications must be cross-
checked with the DirectX Diagnostic Tool available on the system. Sometimes, solutions posted with
the support forum or information derived from Microsoft support portal can also be of great
advantage. Being surrounded with lots of alternatives, one can exploit the Windows Live stuff to the
max.
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help to clients. Windows live problem, a windows live essentials , computer technical support, a
windows live support are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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